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Welcome to ChinaDorling Kindersley Ltd
Take a look at the wonders of Iceland, and learn fascinating facts about this snowy island country. Find out all about Iceland with this nonfiction reading ebook for children. Includes facts, Welcome to Iceland will make learning to read fun and engaging for kids. Children will discover all about the numerous volcanoes, the beautiful Blue Lagoon, and the jaw-dropping
Northern Lights as they practice reading. They will also learn about Icelandic animals and culture, including the fun cream bun celebration! These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Icelandic landscape and wildlife, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome to Iceland is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK
Readers series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Fly through the spectacular, nocturnal world of bats with All About Bats. From leathery wings to echolocation, this nonfiction reader is an exciting look at these creatures of the night, and includes fantastic photography that will amaze kids as they read. Perfect for 3-5 year olds learning to read, Level 1 titles contain short, simple sentences with an emphasis on frequently
used words. Crisp photographic images with labels provide visual clues to introduce and reinforce vocabulary.
Presented with fun images, simple vocabulary and lots of word repetition to engage young readers and help them build their literary skills, DK Reader L1: LEGO Women of NASA celebrates achievements in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
The Bee Book
Frozen Worlds
Amazing Astronauts
What Is a Droid?
DK Readers L1: Jungle Animals
Presents a tale of the Ewok as they encounter the Stormtroopers.
In this Level 4 DK Reader ebook, develop reading skills while learning about Secrets of the Mummies. Level 4 readers have fascinating stories that will capture the interest of the increasingly proficient reader range. Introducing a rich vocabulary and challenging sentence structure, Secrets of the Mummies will delight young bookworms who are just getting started. It is guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and
general knowledge - compatible with the framework for teaching literacy.
Get to know the most beloved droids in the Star Wars galaxy. Featuring high-quality images from the smash-hit movies and TV series, this Level 1 Reader takes a close look at the coolest droids in the Star Wars galaxy, from new favorites BB-8 (Star Wa
A collection of biographies of athletes for young readers.
Shark Attack!
Discover the Secrets of the Jungle!
Truck Trouble
Explore the World of Bats!
True Stories of Amazing Horses

The latest title in DK's new alphabet series, J is for Jaguar looks at jaguar and big cat-related words that begin with the letter "j." Take a first look at the wild world of jaguars in this beautifully illustrated nonfiction picture book for babies and toddlers. Part of DK's illustrated animal alphabet series, J is for Jaguar is the tenth picture book installment, a perfect first gift for babies and
toddlers. The friendly, read-aloud text and delightful illustrations will have young animal-lovers smiling in no time as they learn fun words about jaguars that all begin with the letter "j." Have fun with your little one by pointing to the colorful illustrations that tell the story of these wonderful wild cats. Journey through the world of a jaguar, discover where they live, learn how to tell them
apart from their wild cat relatives, and find out just how incredible they really are. Filled with simple, playful facts, J is for Jaguar provides lots to talk about and lots to look at for curious, animal-loving babies and toddlers everywhere.
Read about the many clever ways dogs help us with DK Reader Amazing Dogs. From rescuing to pulling power to being a friend, meet the many types of dogs that use their super sense, strength and hugs to help people. DK's innovative range of graded readers combines a highly visual approach with non-fiction narratives that children will want to read. DK Reader Amazing Dogs
is a level 2 reader, offering narratives for children beginning to read fluently with support. Images complement the text, providing visual clues to build vocabulary and confidence. There's a DK Reader for every child!
In this book, children follow a day in the life of a Triceratops, as he wanders away from his herd and has an encounter with a deadly Tyrannosaurus rex. Now available in iPad-friendly format. DK Readers is a multi-level learning-to-read program combining DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at five graduated levels. Stunning photographs and engaging, age-appropriate
stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and general knowledge. DK Readers allow progression from stories for beginning readers with simple sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich vocabulary and more challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. now available in iPad-friendly format. Written by leading
children's authors and compiled in consultation with leading literacy experts.
Explore the coldest places on earth. Discover life in the Antarctic, how Arctic people get around and where polar bears live with DK Reader Frozen Worlds. DK's innovative range of levelled readers combines a highly visual approach with non-fiction narratives that children will love reading. DK Reader Frozen Worlds is a level 1 reader, Learning to Read, offering a delightful
narrative for young children to encourage an interest in and desire to read. Simple sentences are used with an emphasis on frequently used words with strong visual clues and labels introducing and reinforcing vocabulary. Discover who's the King of the Arctic and what life's really like for penguins with DK Reader Frozen Worlds, packed with facts kids love!
DK Reader Level 1: Welcome to Iceland
All about Bats
I Want to Be a Ballerina
Plants Bite Back
Welcome to Heartlake City
Learn about the most ferocious fish in the sea in Shark Attack!, a Level 3 DK Reader now in ebook format. Help your child develop their reading skills, while the discover how sharks and humans interact, and gain fascinating insights into their behaviour. The exciting photographs and illustrations have a rich
vocabulary, challenging sentence structure, additional information, and an alphabetical glossary and index to build literacy skills - ideal for children who are just beginning to read alone. Shark Attack! is perfect to read together and you'll both love exploring the world of sharks.
A look at the wonders of Japan and what makes this country and their culture so interesting and unique. Find out all about Japan with this nonfiction reading book for children. Packed with facts, DK's Welcome to Japan will make learning to read fun and engaging for kids. Children will discover all about Japanese
calligraphy, the cherry blossom festival, and Mount Fuji. They will also learn about the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo. These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Japanese landscape, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome to Japan is a new Level 1 title in the
four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
The Bee Book shows you step-by-step how to create a bee-friendly garden, get started in beekeeping, and harness the power of honey for well-being. Fully illustrated with full-color photographs throughout, this beautiful guide covers everything you need to know to start your own backyard hive, from setup to harvest.
Practical beekeeping techniques are explained with clear step-by-step sequences, photos, and diagrams so you'll be prepared to establish your own colony, deal with diseases, collect a swarm, and much more. A comprehensive gardening chapter features planting plans to fill container and border gardens, bee "hotel" and
habitat projects, and an at-a-glance flower gallery of bees' favorite plants. The Bee Book also shows you how to harvest honey, beeswax, and propolis from the hive and use these ingredients in 38 recipes for home remedies, beauty treatments, and candle-making. Discover the wonder of bees in nature, in your garden,
and in the hive with The Bee Book.
Get your child hooked on reading as they meet some of the amazing creatures from the Star Wars Clone Wars series, now an eBook Star Wars The Clone Wars Ahsoka in Action!, now in eBook format, is designed to engage even the most reluctant reader, your child will read all about the Ahsoka and her amazing adventures,
together with other astounding characters from the Clone Wars universe. Filled with amazing action shots and pictures from Clone Wars, Star Wars The Clone Wars Ahsoka in Action! eBook is an out-of-this-world read. And don't forget, there's a galaxy full of DK Star WarsTM eBooks to collect.
The LEGO Movie 2
Secrets Of The Mummies
Welcome to Apocalypseburg
Packed With Facts You Need To Read!
Discover the Wonder of Bees and How to Protect Them for Generations to Come

Describes the people and activities in the Lego city of Heartlake City.
Take a walk on the wild side in Jungle Animals. Look up, look down, and look out for the colorful birds, the gentle giants, and the big cats in the jungles of the world. See how orangutans swing through the jungle and how tigers leap out of the grass after their prey. Filled with stunning
photography of the jungle's most amazing creatures, Jungle Animals takes readers inside the wild to see animals in their natural habitats. Perfect for 3-5 year olds learning to read, Level 1 titles contain short, simple sentences with an emphasis on frequently used words. Crisp photographic
images with labels provide visual clues to introduce and reinforce vocabulary. Trusted by parents, teachers, and librarians, and loved by kids, DK's leveled reading series is now revised and updated. With new jackets and brand new nonfiction narrative content on the topics kids love, each book
is written and reviewed by literacy experts, and contains a glossary and index making them the perfect choice for helping develop strong reading habits for kids ages 3-11.
Presents photographs of Star Wars characters and vehicles for identification.
Discusses the history of space exploration, life on a space shuttle, and brave astronauts who made the first flights into space, landing on the moon, and those involved in the Challenger explosion.
Star Wars The Clone Wars Ahsoka in Action!
DK Readers L1: All About Bats
Can You Spot a Jedi?
Bugs Hide and Seek
J Is for Jaguar

A trip to the dentist needn’t be so scary when you can read all about it. Lots of photographs, simple vocabulary and illustrations make a great book to read together with your child and ideal for guided reading in the Literacy hour. Learning about the dentist is fun for beginner readers and increases reading confidence.
Welcome to China takes readers on a whirlwind tour of the world's biggest country, taking a look at its people, its landscape, its culture, and how all of these are changing with the times. Photographs combine with lively illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in DK Readers, a multi-level reading programme guaranteed to capture children's interest while
developing their reading skills and general knowledge.
Now in PDF. Take a trip into space with this Level 2 Reader In this exciting and informative DK Reader, follow Linda the astronaut and her crew into space and find out how they live. With Astronaut - Living in Space your child will discover how astronauts eat, drink and deal with zero-gravity, as well as starting on the road to a relationship with reading. Level 2 Readers
have easy-to-read stories with word repetition, pictures and illustrated text boxes to build literacy skills. The winning combination of interesting facts about space travel and adventurous astronaut, plus the engaging story packed full of exciting images, makes Astronaut - Living in Space perfect for getting children hooked on reading.
"Discover the amazing power of the Force and the Jedi Knights who can control it!"--P. [4] of cover.
Eruption! The Story of Volcanoes
DK Readers: Ponies and Horses
DK Readers Level 3: Sports Legends
Horse Heroes
Welcome to Japan
Now in ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. This ebook is a multi-level learning-to-read programme combining DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at four graduated levels. Stunning images and engaging, age-appropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and general knowledge. It allows progression from stories for beginning readers with simple sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich
vocabulary and more challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. Written by children's authors and compiled by leading experts in the field of literacy, this ebook captures children's interest and helps them learn.
Journey through the rainforest and discover the amazing animals that live there in this fact-filled level 2 reader ebook. Having incredible creatures, DK's Rainforest Animals will make learning to read fun and engaging for children. They will discover all about the amazing animals of the rainforest, from clever monkeys and fearsome bears, to brightly colored birds and creepy crawlies. Amazing facts are paired with incredible images, providing an ideal balance of words and
pictures for young learners. Created with the help of top literacy consultants, Rainforest Animals is the perfect ebook to help build general knowledge at the same time as learning to read. Since rainforest animals is a favorite topic for kids, this ebook will encourage reading for pleasure, which is linked with improved reading and writing skills. Rainforest Animals is a new Level 2 title in the engaging four level DK Readers series, aimed at children who are learning to read.
Helping to develop a lifelong love of reading, DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating subjects to support children as they become confident readers.
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading whilst finding out about horses From horses jumping and racing, to the lovely colours of their coats, help your child learn all about horses through exciting stories. DK Readers are part of a five-level, highly pictorial reading scheme, with lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading. Pre-Level 1 have simple sentences, limited vocabulary, word repetition, picture word strips
and large type - read them together with children who are just beginning to learn and with early or reluctant readers. Over 90 DK Readers in the series.
"A leveled reader with stickers based on The LEGO MOVIE 2! After DUPLO aliens invaded Bricksburg, things changed. The once-amazing city was turned to rubble. Now it's called Apocalypseburg! Explore Apocalypseburg and meet Emmet's new friends (and frenemies) in this all-new story! Based on the movie starring Chris Pratt, Elizabeth Banks, Will Arnett, Alison Brie, and more, this reader is sure to delight fans of all ages!"--Publisher's description.
Amazing Dogs
Awesome Heroes
Space Heroes
Astronaut - Living in Space

Fly through the spectacular, nocturnal world of bats with All About Bats. From leathery wings to echolocation, this nonfiction reader is an exciting look at these creatures of the night, and includes fantastic photography that will amaze kids as they
After a hard day driving his rig, John is just in time to make a special delivery to a party at the new children's hospital.
A look at the wonders of Japan and what makes this country and their culture so interesting and unique. Find out all about Japan with this nonfiction reading book for children. Packed with facts, DK's Welcome to Japan will make learning to read fun and engaging for kids.
Children will discover all about Japanese calligraphy, the cherry blossom festival, and Mount Fuji. These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Japanese landscape, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome to Japan is a new
Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting point for developing a lifelong
love of reading.
New series from DK designed to help kids learn how to read and learn to love reading Bugs Hide and Seek is a 'Starting To Read' reader, perfect for children who are beginning to read for meaning, decoding and recognising words, and enjoying reading. Be surprised! Some bugs
have the perfect shape and colour to stay hidden since they look like parts of the plants around them. Can you spot them? Play hide and seek with the bugs and watch out for the bug look-alikes. Bugs Hide and Seek is part of the new DK Reads series, a three-level reading
scheme that helps children become confident readers, featuring engaging and illustrated topics, plus fun interactive aspects such as diaries, recipes, and games that support the national curriculum. DK Reads is created in consultation with literacy experts and adheres to
levelled reading scheme guidelines so the grammar, vocabulary, and content are spot on for each stage.
Star Wars
A Trip to the Dentist
DK Reader Level 1: Welcome to Japan
Friends Forever
Journey of a Humpback Whale
Join in the fun as the children go to their first ballet lesson! Help encourage your child's love of dancing by reading along as Jamie, Jennifer and friends learn ballet for the first time. Perfect for sharing, DK Readers effectively blend photography and age-appropriate text to build a child's reading confidence.
Learn about the lives of unusual flora with Plants Bite Back, this Level 3 DK Reader, now in ebook format. Help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading whilst learning about the fascinating plants from around the world that survive by attacking. The highly pictorial stories have lively illustrations and a rich vocabulary with challenging sentence
structure - ideal for children who are just beginning to read alone. Plants Bite Back is perfect for reading aloud and you'll both love the playful images.
Olivia and her family move to Heartlake City, where she makes friends with Andrea, Emma, Mia, and Stephanie, and together they form the Friends Club.
Uncover the surprise with DK ReadersIn this reissue of bestselling Level 1 DK Reader, Surprise Puppy Jessica and Sam are thrilled to look after a friend's puppy. Is there a bigger surprise to come? Level 1 Readers are read-together stories for children just beginning to learn. Follow the story of Jessica, Sam and their puppy with simple sentences, picture dictionary boxes
that "show" the meaning of words and picture clues. Perfect for early readers.
Star Wars, Feel the Force!
Welcome to China
DK Reader Level 2: Rainforest Animals
Tales of Daring Dogs!
Dinosaur's Day
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading whilst finding out about volcanoes. In ebook format Encourage your child to read. They will learn all about volcanoes, from their incredible structure to what happens when one goes bang! DK Readers are part of a five-level highly pictorial reading scheme, which uses lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading. Level 2 Readers have long sentences, increased
vocabulary, information boxes and a simple index. Read them together with children who are beginning to read alone and with early or reluctant readers. Over 100 DK Readers in the series.
In this reissue of bestselling Level 4 DK Reader, meet special horses like Trigger, who can write his name! His is just one of the real-life stories in Horse Heroes. Level 4 readers have fascinating stories that will capture the interest of the increasingly proficient reader range. From true tales of the bravest ponies to some very clever horses, side panels packed with extra background information and fascinating fun facts bring these amazing stories to life. Introducing a rich
vocabulary and challenging sentence structure, Horse Heroes will delight young bookworms who are just getting started.
Take a look at the wonders of Iceland, and learn fascinating facts about this snowy island country. Find out all about Iceland with this nonfiction reading book for children. Packed with facts, Welcome to Iceland will make learning to read fun and engaging for kids. Children will discover all about the numerous volcanoes, the beautiful Blue Lagoon, and the jaw-dropping Northern Lights as they practise reading. They will also learn about Icelandic animals and culture,
including the fun cream bun celebration! These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Icelandic landscape and wildlife, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome to Iceland is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting
point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Join Emmet, Lucy, Batman and Unikitty from The LEGO Movie 2 on their new adventures in this exciting book for children learning to read. Packed with images of The LEGO Movie 2 sets and minifigures, this book will get young fans hooked on reading.
DK Reader Level 1: Welcome To Iceland
Are Ewoks Afraid of Stormtroopers?
Surprise Puppy!
Emmet to the Rescue
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